Neurotransmitter receptor localization: from autoradiography to imaging mass spectrometry.
Autoradiography is used to determine the anatomical distribution of biological molecules in human tissue and experimental animal models. This method is based on the analysis of the specific binding of radiolabeled compounds to locate neurotransmitter receptors or transporters in fresh frozen tissue slices. The anatomical resolution obtained by quantification of the radioligands has allowed the density of receptor proteins to be mapped over the last 40 years. The data yielded by autoradiography identify the receptors at their specific microscopic localization in the tissues and also in their native microenvironment, the intact cell membrane. Furthermore, in functional autoradiography, the effects of small molecules on the activity of G protein-coupled receptors are evaluated. More recently, autoradiography has been combined with membrane microarrays to improve the high-throughput screening of compounds. These technical advances have made autoradiography an essential analytical method for the progress of drug discovery. We include the future prospects and some preliminary results for imaging mass spectrometry (IMS) as a useful new method in pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic studies, complementing autoradiographic studies. IMS results could also be presented as density maps of molecules, proteins, and metabolites in tissue sections that can be identified, localized, and quantified, with the advantage of avoiding any labeling of marker molecules. The limitations and future developments of these techniques are discussed here.